
TRADITIONAL PROCESS GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND PROCESS CODES

PC - Project Coordinator 

!
AD - Animation Director 

LDH - Layout Department Head 

CDH - Clean-up Department Head 

IDH - Inbetween Department Head 

ACDH - Animation Check Department Head 

RTD - Retakes Technical Director 

!
MPA - Materials Production Assistant 

LPA - Layout Production Assistant 

APA - Animation Production Assistant 

CPA - Clean-up Production Assistant 

IPA - Inbetween Production Assistant 

ACPA - Animation Check Production Assistant 

RPA - Retakes Production Assistant

A

MATERIALS

Layout 

!
Animation 

!
Clean-up 

!
Inbetween 

!
Animation Check 

!
Retakes

C

D

E

F

L

N

M Flash Background Paint 

!
Scene Building and Flash Animation 

!
Process in PDI (PASI / PDI / SOP01)
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1. MATERIALS PROCESS FLOW (FROM CLIENT)

CLIENT

Sends e-mail 
informing materials to 
be shipped out, with 
what courier and the 

Airway Bill No.

Import/Export 
Supervisor checks 
estimated time of 
arrival and advises 
Project Coordinator 

(PC)

When shipment 
arrives, guard on 
duty signs for it, 

advises the PC and 
gives the package to 

the Materials 
Production Assistant 

(MPA)

MPA checks the shipped 
materials against the 
shipment manifest; 
standard materials 

consist of hardcopies of 
storyboard, B&W model 
packs, color models on 
CD, soundtrack tape, 
animatic or leica reel, 

lead sheets or scene list, 
exposure sheets and 

client-drawn animation/
background layouts 

(optional) 

NO

YES

MPA checks the 
storyboard and 
exposure sheets 
against the lead 

sheets

YES

Model packs, storyboard, exposure 
sheets and client-drawn animation/

background layouts are 
photocopied; soundtrack copies are 

made on tape

Scene folders are prepared 
by labeling according to 
show, episode no. and 

footage and the original 
exposure sheet and client-

drawn animation layout 
with photocopy of the 
background layout is 

inserted inside

Original hardcopies of the 
storyboard and model packs 
and the photocopies of the 
exposure sheets and client-

drawn animation/
background layouts are 

stored

The scenes are encoded 
on the Production 

Monitoring System (PMS) 
by the PC

Original client-drawn 
background layout is 
forwarded to digital 

for painting

B

C A

Scene folders are forwarded to the 
department PA for encoding on the 

PMSPhotocopied copies of 
storyboard and model 
packs are distributed 
to all the production 

departments

Color models on 
CD is given to 

digital
1

PC informs client

COMPLETE?

OKAY?

With client-drawn 
layouts
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2. MATERIALS PROCESS FLOW (FROM LAYOUT)

A MPA receives scenes 
from LPA

MPA checks scene for 
complete animation and 

background layouts, fielding 
and camera notes

NO

YES

All the elements are 
photocopied

Photocopies of each 
scene are combined 
and put in storage

Original background 
layouts are separated 
from the scene folder 

and forwarded to 
DPC/FPA

Original animation layouts, 
fielding and camera notes plus a 

photocopy of the background 
layout are retained in the scene 

folder and forwarded to LPA

B A

Scene folder is 
sent back to LPA OKAY?

M

*DPC - Digital Production Coordinator, LPA - Layout Production Assistant, FPA - Flash Production Assistant
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A. LAYOUT PROCESS FLOW

1. MATERIALS Layout Department Head (LDH) receives storyboard and 
model pack while Layout Production Assistant (LPA) 

receives scene folders for encoding on the PMS from MPA

LDH goes through the 
storyboard if complete and 
familiarizes with the models

NO

YES

LDH attends pre-production 
meeting with other 

departments and prepares 
notes for use in the production 

- location, costume and 
reminders

YES

Informs Project 
Coordinator (PC)

PC informs client

NO
LDH divides the storyboard 

into sections and is handed to 
the layout artists

Layout artist works on 
the scene

Finished scene folder is 
submitted to the LPA for 

encoding on the PMS and is 
forwarded to the Layout 

Checker

Layout Checker (LC) checks 
scene for fielding, posing, 
continuity and background

YES

NO

LC forwards scene 
folder to LPA for 

encoding as a fix-up

LC forwards scene 
folder to LPA for 

encoding on the PMS

LPA forwards finished 
scenes to MPA for 
photocopying as 
protection copies

2. MATERIALS

MPA returns scene 
folders to LPA

LPA encodes scene on 
the PMS and forwards 

the folder to the 
department PA

C

OKAY?

QUESTIONS?

OKAY?

N
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C. ANIMATION PROCESS FLOW (Animation Director)

1. MATERIALS
Animation Production Assistant 

(APA) receives storyboard, model 
pack, lead sheets and soundtrack

1. MATERIALS

A

APA gives these materials to the 
Animation Director (AD)

AD goes through the storyboard if 
complete, familiarizes with the 

models and listens to the soundtrack 

Missing storyboard 
pages

NO YES

YES

Conducts pre-production meeting 
with all the production 

departments; prepares a line-up of 
animators, depending on the show 

and style of animation

Animation Production Assistant 
(APA) receives scene folders from 

MPA/LPA for encoding on the 
PMS

APA gives the scene folders to 
the Animation Director (AD)

AD receives final production notes done by LDH 
from PC and waits for the actual scene folders

AD evaluates the scene against the 
storyboard and the footage and 
assigns scenes to the animators 

from his line-up

AD waits for requisition slip of 
animator from APA

OKAY?

With client-drawn 
layouts

OKAY?

*LDH - Layout Department Head, MPA - Materials Production Assistant
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C. ANIMATION PROCESS FLOW (Animator)

Animator fills up a 
requisition slip that notes 
the date, artist’s name, 

present footage load and 
number of scenes

Requisition slip is given to 
the Animation Production 

Assistant (APA)

NO

YES

Animator is not 
given a scene to 

work on

APA signs slip and gives 
it to Animation Director 

(AD) for evaluation

AD evaluates slip and 
indicates the run 

assignment previously 
made to the animator

AD returns the slip to the 
APA with the scene 

folders

APA encodes the scenes 
on the PMS and notifies 

the animator

Animator gets slip back with 
the scene folders and 
proceeds to the AD for 

instructions

AD discusses with the 
animator about the scenes 

assigned

Animator gets a copy of the 
soundtrack from MPA

Finished scenes are given to 
the APA for encoding on the 

PMS, together with the 
animator’s output sheet

APA checks for actual 
footage against claimed 

footage

NO

YES

Informs 
animator 

END

APA forwards the scene to 
the Linetest Operator (LO)

Animator finishes 
pending work

PENDING 
WORK?

DISCREPANCIES?

*MPA - Materials Production Assistant

Animator works on scenes
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C. ANIMATION PROCESS FLOW (Animator continuation)

LO receives scenes 
from APA

LO shoots the scene according to the 
animator’s instructions on the key 
drawings and the exposure sheets

QAR machine Digital linetest 
machine

Sound is added

Scenes are saved 
as files in the 

computer

Scenes are 
recorded on VHS

Scenes are viewed by the Animation Director 
(AD) and the assistant AD and corrections/

notes are made
NO

YES

AD approves scene and 
forwards scene to APA

APA encodes scene on 
PMS and forwards to a 
production department

Assistant AD 
forwards 

scenes for 
correction to 

APA

APA encodes scene on 
the PMS and gives the 
it back to the animator

Animator fixes 
scene

Fixed scene is given 
to the APA

APA encodes scene on 
the PMS and forwards 

to AD

AD checks fixed 
scene

YES

Fixed scene is 
given back to APA 
and is forwarded 

to LO

D

FIX-UP?

TO LINETEST?

*APA - Animation Production Assistant, LO - Linetest Operator
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D. CLEAN-UP PROCESS FLOW

C Clean-up Production 
Assistant (CPA) receives 
scene folders from APA

1. MATERIALS
Clean-up Production Assistant 
(CPA) receives storyboard and 

model pack

CPA gives these materials to the 
Clean-up Department Head 

(CDH)

CDH goes through the storyboard if 
complete and familiarizes with the 

models

Missing storyboard 
pages

NO YES

YES

Attends pre-production meeting 
with the other production 

departments and prepares clean-
up notes for production

CDH receives final production notes done by LDH 
from Production Coordinator and waits for the 

actual scene folders

CPA encodes scene on the 
PMS and pastes a claimability 

form on the folder before 
forwarding to the CDH

CDH receives scene folder and 
evaluates it based on 

complexity

For numerous shows, CDH 
identifies order of priority 
based on the production 

schedule

CDH waits for requisition 
slip of clean-up artist from 

CPA

OKAY? OKAY?
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D. CLEAN-UP PROCESS FLOW (continuation)

Clean-up Artist fills up a 
requisition slip and 
gives it to the CPA

CPA receives slip and 
checks for any 

pending first runs

NO

YES

Clean-up Artist is 
not given a scene 

to work on

Clean-up Artist 
finishes pending 

work

Requisition slip is 
given to the CDH

CDH selects a scene 
folder for the artist and 

logs in the show, 
episode and scene 

number on his 
departmental logbook

CPA encodes scene on 
the PMS by checking 

the departmental 
logbook

The Clean-up Artist 
photocopies needed 
character, prop and 
other models to be 
used in the scene

Finished scene folder is 
forwarded to the Clean-

up artist’s assigned 
Clean-up Checker

Clean-up artist works 
on the scene

Clean-up Checker checks 
the scene against the 

storyboard, model pack, 
exposure sheets and 

animation roughs

NO

The scene is 
forwarded to the CPA 
for encoding on the 

PMS as fix-up

YES
Clean-up Checker 
signs off the scene 
folder as approved.

The scene is forwarded to 
the CPA.  CPA determines 
claimability against actual 

drawings done

NO

YES

CPA encodes 
scene on the 

PMS and 
forwards to a 
production 
department

E

PENDING 
WORK? OKAY?

OKAY?

*CPA - Cleanup Production Assistant, CDH -Cleanup Department Head

Check the claiming 
 by the Clean-up artist
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E. INBETWEEN PROCESS FLOW

D Inbetween Production 
Assistant (IPA) receives 
scene folders from CPA

1. MATERIALS
Inbetween Production Assistant 
(IPA) receives storyboard and 

model pack

IPA gives these materials to the 
Inbetween Department Head 

(IDH)

IDH goes through the storyboard if 
complete and familiarizes with the 

models

Missing storyboard 
pages

NO YES

YES

Attends pre-production meeting 
with the other production 
departments and prepares 

inbetween notes for production

IDH receives final production notes done by LDH 
from PC and waits for the actual scene folders

IPA encodes scene on the 
PMS and pastes a claimability 

form on the folder before 
forwarding to the IDH

IDH receives scene folder and 
evaluates it based on 

complexity

For numerous shows, IDH 
identifies order of priority 
based on the production 

schedule

IDH waits for requisition 
slip of Inbetween artist 

from IPA

OKAY? OKAY?

* PC - Production Coordinator, LDH - Layout Department Head
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Inbetween Artist fills up 
a requisition slip and 

gives to the IPA

IPA receives slip and 
checks for any 

pending first runs

NO

YES

Inbetween Artist is 
not given a scene 

to work on

Inbetween Artist 
finishes pending 

work

Requisition slip is 
given to the IDH

IDH selects a scene 
folder for the artist and 

logs in the show, 
episode and scene 

number on his 
departmental logbook

IPA encodes scene on 
the PMS by checking 

the departmental 
logbook

The Inbetween artist 
photocopies needed 
character, prop and 
other models to be 
used in the scene

Finished scene folder is 
forwarded to the 

Inbetween Checker

Inbetween artist works 
on the scene

Inbetween Checker 
checks the scene against 
the storyboard, model 
pack, exposure sheets 
and animation roughs

NO

The scene is 
forwarded to the IPA 
for encoding on the 

PMS as fix-up

YES

E. INBETWEEN PROCESS FLOW (continuation)

PENDING 
WORK? OKAY?

Inbetween Checker 
signs off the scene 
folder as approved.

The scene is forwarded to 
the IPA.  IPA determines 
claimability against actual 

drawings done

NO

YES

IPA encodes 
scene on the 

PMS and 
forwards to a 
production 
department

OKAY?

Check the claiming 
 by the Inbetween artist

F

*IPA - Inbetween Production Assistant, IDH -Inbetween Department Head
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F. ANIMATION CHECK PROCESS FLOW

E Animation Check Production 
Assistant (ACPA) receives 
scene folders from IPA

1. MATERIALS
Animation Check Production 
Assistant (ACPA) receives 

storyboard and model pack

ACPA gives these materials to the 
Animation Check Department 

Head (ACDH)

ACDH goes through the storyboard if 
complete and familiarizes with the 

models

Missing storyboard 
pages

NO YES

YES

Attends pre-production meeting 
with the other production 
departments and prepares 
animation check notes for 

production

ACDH receives final production notes done by LDH 
from PC, prepares run assignments and waits for 

the actual scene folders

ACPA encodes scene on the 
PMS

ACDH assigns prepared run 
assignment to the animation 

checker

For numerous shows, ACDH 
identifies order of priority 
based on the production 

schedule

OKAY? OKAY?

Animation Checker (AC) checks scene 
for complete no. of drawings, filled-
up exposure sheet, and photocopies 

of animation, background and 
camera layouts

OKAY? YESNO

Scene is forwarded to 
ACPA and encoded on 

the PMS as fix-up

Scene is forwarded to 
IPA

Missing elements

PASI / T2D / SOP06-1 / V1.2



F. ANIMATION CHECK PROCESS FLOW (continuation)

AC checks scene according to the 
storyboard, animator’s notes, exposure 
sheet and layouts and production notes

OKAY?

NO

YES

AC lists down all things to be 
fixed up and groups it by 

department

Scene is forwarded to ACPA 
for encoding on the PMS

ACPA encodes scene as a fix-
up and forwards to 

department PA

A C D E

AC finalizes instructions 
for next process by 
indicating fielding, 

background and effects 
notes on the exposure 

sheet

AC counts final drawings and 
indicates on the scene folder

Scene folder is forwarded to 
ACPA for encoding on the 

PMS
ACPA forwards scene folder to 

DPC for the digital process

2

*AC - Animation Checker, ACPA - Animation Check Production Assistant, DPC - Digital Production Coordinator
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L. RETAKES PROCESS FLOW (TRADITIONAL)

RPA then encodes the 
scene as a retake on the 

PMS

1. MATERIALS
Retakes Production Assistant 

(RPA) receives storyboard and 
model pack

RPA gives these materials to the 
Retakes Technical Director (RTD)

RTD goes through the storyboard if 
complete and familiarizes with the 

models

Missing storyboard 
pages

NO YES

YES

Attends pre-production meeting 
with the other production 

departments

RTD receives final production notes done by LDH 
from PC and waits for arrival of final VHS tape of 

episode and the retake scenes

RPA forwards all the retake 
scenes to RTD

RTD goes through the scene 
folders and checks retake calls 
against storyboard, production 
notes and the final VHS tape

OKAY? OKAY?

CLIENT A list of scenes for 
retakes is sent to the 

PC

PC has 
photocopies made 

of the list and 
given to all the 
departments

RPA cuts up the retake 
calls by scene and 

pastes it on a retake 
form then placed on the 

scene folder

RPA pulls out scene 
folder from the 

scene library room
RETAKE CALL 

DISCREPANCY?YES

NORTD compiles all retake 
call discrepancies

RTD e-mails/faxes client 
all retake call 
discrepancies

Client clarifies or 
corrects retake call

*PC -Production Coordinator, LDH - Layout Department Head
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Based on the retake calls, RTD indicates 
what departments/process the scene folder 

has to go through to be fixed

OKAY?NO

YES

Scene is forwarded to RPA 
for encoding on the PMS

RPA encodes scene as a 
retake and forwards to 

department PA

A C D E

RTD finalizes instructions 
for each concerned 
department/process

RTD checks completeness of 
drawings and filled-up exposure 

sheet

L. RETAKES PROCESS FLOW (continuation)

H I J

Technical/Digital retakes Drawing retakes

B

IPA forwards finished scene to RPA 
for encoding on the PMS

RPA forwards scene to RTD

RTD checks scene if 
correction was done as per 

retake call

RTD finalizes instructions 
for the digital process

Retake scene is forwarded to 
RPA for encoding on the PMS

RPA forwards retake scene 
to DPC

G

*PA - (Department) Production Assistant, DPC - Digital Production Coordinator
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